Your stylish partner for workday productivity
Dynabook Satellite Pro A50
Looking for a business notebook that offers security, performance and style? Look no further. The 15" Satellite Pro A50
offers it all in a robust and slim chassis.
The Satellite Pro A50 meets Microsoft’s stringent Secured-core PC requirements, so you can power through
your day using its 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i3, i5 or Celeron® 6305 processors, confident that you’re safe from many
of today’s cyber threats.
Tested to rigorous MIL STD 810H standards, the Satellite Pro A50 is designed to work wherever you work.

At a glance*

HD webcam and noise suppressing
microphones and shutter slider

Eye-catching raised wave detail on lid
Up to 11th Gen Intel® Core™
Processor and Iris® Xe graphics

15.6" FHD IPS non-glare
180-degree hinging screen
with narrow bezel design

Microsoft Secured-core PC

Numeric keypad

Tested to exacting
MIL STD 810H specification

2 x USB-C with Thunderbolt 4

Antibacterial paint coating

*Dependent on configuration

Compact, light and easy
to carry business device

Windows 10 Pro powers the world’s largest selection of business devices from leading manufacturers, creating a wide
spectrum of devices that can meet the most exacting standards of performance, security, design and experiences.

Work in comfort
and style

Recommended Services

Why compromise between comfort and style? With the Satellite
Pro A50 there’s no need. Slim bezels maximise viewable screen
area, while minimising the device’s footprint.

The Business Support Portal is a personalised platform to
manage all your Dynabook assets. Further, you can download
tailored driver download packages to ensure optimum
performance or log service cases and see their status online

Business Support Portal

Starting at just 1.65kg, the Satellite Pro A50 is effortless to
pick up and carry around, but it still finds space for a large,
comfortable keyboard and touchpad.

Gold On-site Service

Its 15.6" IPS non-glare screen can be opened up to 180 degrees
to share information with colleagues or customers. Close it back
up and you’re met by a stylish lid with a distinctive wave detail
and diamond-cut logo. Plus, the Mystic Blue anti-bacterial paint
coating not only adds a stylish finish, but also repels germs
and bacteria.

With the Dynabook Gold On-site Service, Next Business Day
Response Service you can be sure that you have taken all
possible measures to keep your workforce running smoothly.
A Dynabook certified professional will be dispatched to you
to repair your laptop within 24 hours.

The finer details
Processor

Choice of 11th Generation Intel® Core™
Processors i3-1115G4, i3-1125G4, i5-1135G7,
or Celeron® 6305

Operating system / Platform

Windows 10 Pro 64-bit

Design colour

Mystic Blue

System memory

Choice of 4GB / 8GB / 16GB modules up to a
maximum of 32GB DDR4 (3,200 MHz) in two
fully configurable slots

Solid state drive

Choice of 128GB / 256GB / 512GB NVMe™
M.2 PCIe

Display

39.62 cm (15.6") non-reflective, FHD IPS 300 NIT /
FHD IPS 250 NIT or HD 220 NIT

Graphics adapter

Up to Intel® Iris® Xe Graphics

Interfaces

2 x USB Type-C ports with Thunderbolt™ 4 which
supports data transfer, power delivery and
display port, 2 x USB 3.2 (1 x supporting power
off and charge), 1 x Gigabit LAN (Flip), 1 x HDMI
2.0, 1 x external headphone (stereo)/microphone
combo socket), 1 x micro SD™ card slot, 1 x DC-in

Webcam / Microphone

Choice of IR-camera Dual Mic for Windows Hello
and Intel Authenticate or HD-camera with Dual
Mic for Cortana and Skype™ for Business

Wireless communication

Intel® Wi-Fi 6 Dual Band Wireless LAN (802.11ax),
Bluetooth® 5.1 or higher

Sound system

Stereo speakers with DTS® Audio processing

Keyboard

Lowered frameless full-size matt black tile
keyboard with numeric keypad

Pointing device

ClickPad

Battery technology

4-cell battery with 53Wh and up to 9 hours of
Battery life (MM2018*). Quick charge technology
(0% to 40% in 30mins)

Physical dimensions

Physical dimensions 358.2 x 236.9 x 19.9 mm,
weight: starting from 1.65 kg

Warranty

1 year European Carry-in. Dynabook also offers a
large range of services to upgrade your standard
warranty, please have a look at our website
emea.dynabook.com/services to find the right
service for your product

Bundled hardware power

Power – 19V 65W Traditional AC Adapter,
Dynabook USB Type-C Adaptor HDMI/VGA/
USB3.0/RJ45 (optional), USB Type-C Adaptor
to VGA w/o PD (optional)

Security features

Microsoft Secured-core PC, Face Authentication
(optional), Security Lock Slot, Webcam Shutter
Slider

Special features

180 degree hinge. Rigorously tested up to
MIL-STD-810H military standards: drop test,
dust test, humidity, temperature and shock.
Anti-bacterial paint coating, Japanese Industrial
Standard Z 2801:2010 tested

*Mobile Mark 2018
©2021 Dynabook Europe GmbH. Product design specifications and colours are subject to
change without notice and may vary from those shown. Errors and omissions excepted.

Accessories

Wireless Keyboard and
Silent Mouse Combo (PA5350E-1ETE)

Find out more: emea.dynabook.com

Adjustable Laptop Stand
(PS0106EA1STA)

Dynabook USB-C™ to HDMI®/
VGA Travel Adapter (PS0001UA1PRP)

Windows 10 Pro powers the world’s largest selection of business devices from
leading manufacturers, creating a wide spectrum of devices that can meet the
most exacting standards of performance, security, design and experiences.

